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Abstract

 According to combined forecasts of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security Research
Center, analysis and evaluation have been performed in combination with open data of
mainstream enterprise email service providers, including Netease, Tencent and Alibaba. The
results suggest that as of 2021, there had been approximately 5,350,000 independent domain
names for domestic registered enterprise mails, which increased by 1.5% compared with
those in 2020. There had been about 180 million active users of domestic enterprise mails,
with an increase of 12.5% compared with those in 2020.

 According to statistics, about 337.97 billion normal emails were received and sent together in
2021, with an increase of 25.4% compared with those in 2020. Approximately 930 million
normal emails were daily sent, and about 5.1 emails were daily sent on average, with an
increase of 0.9 emails compared with 2020 when 4.6 emails were daily sent on average.

 The sampling analysis on domain names of Chinese government authorities and enterprises
suggests that the most email domain names have been registered for industrial manufacturing
(31.5%), followed by transportation industry (11.7%), foreign-funded enterprises (8.5%),
Internet enterprises (7.4%), IT industry (7.0%) and financial sector (6.1%), which use
independent domain names for emails more often.

 According to statistics, the emails received and sent by nationwide enterprise users are
mostly domestic. 73.8% and 26.2% emails were received and sent at home and abroad
respectively. In 2021, Beijing was the place where the most domestic enterprise mail servers
(21.7%) were deployed, followed by Shanghai (15.0%) and Shenzhen (11.1%).

 According to joint monitoring and evaluation of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security
Research Center, in 2021, Chinese enterprise email users received 304.21 billion spam emails
in total, which approximately accounted for 39.8% of emails received/sent by enterprises and
90.0% of enterprises' normal emails. This was the first time that the number of ordinary spam
emails received and sent had been lower than the number of normal emails in the past five
years.

 Pursuant to the joint forecast of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security Research Center,
senders of phishing emails received by domestic enterprises are from different parts of the
world. The phishing emails are mostly from the United States (41.0%), followed by China
(about 11.7%) and Singapore (about 5.3%).

 Based on joint monitoring and evaluation of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security
Research Center, in 2021, Chinese enterprise email users approximately received 60.95
billion virus-borne emails, with a year-on-year growth of 23.9% compared with 49.21 billion
virus-borne emails received by the enterprises in 2020. More and more virus-borne
enterprises are being sent to enterprise emails. The virus-borne emails received by enterprise
email users in 2021 approximately accounted for 7.98% of total emails received by email
users. On average, about 170 million virus-borne emails were sent and received on a daily
basis.
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Research Background

In current cyberspace of China, social networks have become more and more developed. So
far, email has developed for decades, but remains to be one of the most important modern Internet
applications. From personal lives to workplaces, it plays indispensable roles. These years, Chinese
enterprises' office work has become increasingly more informatized year by year. This has not
greatly promoted enterprises' application of emails, but also procured the enterprise email system
to become a preferred access for hackers to intrude intranets of organizations.

In light of problems with the email system which occur during use, Qi'anxin Industry
Security Research Center has compiled the Research Report on Safety of Chinese Enterprise
Emails in collaboration with Coremail since 2016. Till this year, such a report has been released
for six consecutive years. Data of the report is primarily from the joint forecasts made by
Coremail and Qi'anxin Group. With its focus on email application, spam emails, phishing emails
and virus-borne emails, this report analyzes security of Chinese enterprise emails from the
perspective of their scale, sources, victims and typical cases, etc.

This report has been written in combination with Coremail's and Qi'anxin Group's years of
rich practical and research experience in emails, so its related research findings are highly
representative. Hope that this report may provide certain references for industries and companies
to enhance overall cybersecurity.
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Main Viewpoints

 With the rapid increase of email users, number of business-based emails received and sent
has increased swiftly much faster than that of ordinary spam emails. It was the first time that
the number of normal emails received and sent exceeded the number of ordinary spam emails
received and sent in the past years.

 With the constant advancement of email identification technologies, more and more
additional malicious emails, including phishing and virus-borne emails, may be accurately
identified. The dramatic increase in other malicious emails is noteworthy as well.

 Ordinary spam emails are mostly from China (47.8%). Most of the phishing and virus-borne
emails are sent from the United States, accounting for 41.0% and 36.8% respectively.

 Victims of phishing emails are mostly in industries of industrial manufacturing (26.2%),
transportation (12.0%) and educational training (7.5%).

 It is still extremely rampant that zombie networks and mining Trojans are spread by email.
This causes great distress to many government authorities and enterprises. The incidence of
network frauds against employees of government authorities and enterprises, typically those
about "fiscal subsidies" and "wage subsidies" is unprecedentedly high. Even plenty of famous
Internet enterprises have become attack targets. The "advanced email frauds" against
financial and managerial personnel of enterprises have been suppressed with exact, diverse
and confusing measures. This has caused tremendous and even irreversible losses to many
enterprises.
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Chapter 1 Use and Scale of Emails

I. Application Scale of Emails

According to combined forecasts of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security Research
Center, analysis and evaluation have been performed in combination with open data of
mainstream enterprise email service providers, including Netease, Tencent and Alibaba. The
results suggest that as of 2021, there had been approximately 5,350,000 independent domain
names for domestic registered enterprise mails, which increased by 1.5% compared with those in
2020. There had been about 180 million active users of domestic enterprise mails, with an increase
of 12.5% compared with those in 2020. Changes in the number of active domestic enterprise
emails in the past five years are as follows:

In 2021, nationwide enterprise email users approximately received 763.77 billion emails
altogether, and compared with 2020, the emails received and sent by enterprise email users
increased by 15.0%. About 2.09 billion emails were daily received and sent on average.

Changes in Number of Active Chinese Enterprise Mail Users from 2017 to 2021

Unit: *100 million

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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Normal emails, ordinary spam emails, phishing emails, virus-borne emails, rumor emails,
and emails promoting illegal information (e.g. pornography and gambling) approximately
accounted for 44.3%, 39.8%, 4.5%, 8.0%, 2.8% and 0.6% respectively. In other words, only
about 4% of emails received and sent by the email systems in 2021 were normal; the quantity
of abnormal emails, including spam emails, other illegal and malicious emails were
approximately 1.3 times the quantity of normal emails.

According to statistics, about 337.97 billion normal emails were received and sent together in
2021, with an increase of 25.4% compared with those in 2020. Approximately 930 million normal
emails were daily sent, and about 5.1 emails were daily sent on average, with an increase of 0.5
emails compared with 2020 when 4.6 emails were daily sent on average.

Unlike personal emails, enterprise emails are mainly for office purpose. Hence, internal email
communications within an organization are usually quite frequent. According to random statistics,
of the emails sent by enterprises in 2021, organizational internal emails, external emails, internal
and external email communications (emails sent to those inside and outside an organization)
approximately accounted for 34.7%, 22.9% and 42.4% respectively.

Changes in Number of Active Chinese Enterprise Mail Users from 2017 to 2021

Unit: *100 million

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Types of Emails Received and Sent by Chinese Enterprise Email Users in 2021

Phishing emails

Virus emails

Rumor emails
Pornography and gambling emails

Ordinary spam
emails

Normal emails
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II. Distribution of Email Users in Different Industries

The sampling analysis on domain names of Chinese government authorities and enterprises
suggests that the most email domain names have been registered for industrial manufacturing
(31.5%), followed by transportation industry (11.7%), foreign-funded enterprises (8.5%), Internet
enterprises (7.4%), IT industry (7.0%) and financial sector (6.1%), which use independent domain
names for emails more often.

Normal emails were mostly sent in industries of industrial manufacturing and transportation.
The most normal emails were sent in the industry of industrial manufacturing (18.3%), followed
by the industry of transportation (16.9%) and media (14.0%). Relatively many emails were sent in
industries of education, training, IT and scientific research. The specific ratios are as follows:

By comparing the number of registered domain names for independent emails with the
number of emails sent, it is seen that government authorities and enterprises in industries of
education, training, industrial manufacturing and transportation are the most reliant upon email for
office work.

Ratio of Internal and External Emails Sent by Chinese Enterprise Mail Users in
2021

External
emails

Internal
emails

Internal and external
email

communications

Use of Independent Domain Names by Government Authorities and Enterprises in
Different Industries of China in 2021

Distribution of Registered
Domain Names

Public institutions

Energies

Wholesales and retail

Education and training

Financial sector
IT

information

Internet
Foreign-funded
organizations

Transportation

Others
Others

Industrial
manufacturing

Distribution of emails sent

Foreign-funded organizations

Finance

Healthcare

Internet

Scientific research
organizations

IT

Industrial
manufacturing

Education and
training

Media

Transportation
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In particular, use of emails with .edu, .org and .gov as domain names has been analyzed in
this report. The email domain names .edu.cn, .org.cn and .gov.cn approximately account for 0.08%,
0.08% and 0.04% respectively. The normal emails sent by .edu.cn, .gov.cn and .org.cn occupy
3.95%, 1.26% and 0.15% respectively.

III. Geographical Distribution of Emails

According to statistics, the emails received and sent by nationwide enterprise users in 2021
were mostly domestic. 73.8% and 26.2% emails were received and sent at home and abroad
respectively.

In 2021, Beijing was the place where the most domestic enterprise mail servers (21.7%) were
deployed, followed by Shanghai (15.0%) and Shenzhen (11.1%).

Application of .edu, .org and .gov as Domain Names by Chinese Enterprise Mail
Users in 2021

Ratio of independent
domain names

Ratio of normal emails sent

Distribution of Chinese Enterprise Email Servers in 2021

Shenyang

Hefei

Xiamen

Hong Kong

Dongguan

Dongguan
Guangzhou

Shenzhen

Shanghai

Others

Beijing
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Chapter 2 Spam Emails

I. Scale of Spam Emails

According to joint monitoring and evaluation of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security
Research Center, in 2021, Chinese enterprise email users received 304.21 billion spam emails in
total, which approximately accounted for 39.8% of emails received/sent by enterprises and 90.0%
of enterprises' normal emails. This was the first time that the number of ordinary spam emails
received and sent had been lower than the number of normal emails in the past five years.

In the past five years, normal emails received and sent have increased faster than the spam
emails received and sent. In addition, relatively swift increase has been seen in other malicious
emails received and sent. The specific distribution is as follows:

The analysis suggests that there are four reasons as follows: Firstly, constant progress is made
in anti-spam technologies. Secondly, continuous crackdown upon sources of domestic spam
emails by domestic organizations (including competent authorities and email service providers)
has considerably inhibited increase of spam emails. Thirdly, the increased email users are mostly
enterprises, which generally deploy relatively sophisticated strategies against spam emails. As a
consequence, it is more difficult to send spam emails to target groups effectively. Fourthly, email
service providers monitor and differentiate more highly hazardous malicious emails through
constant technological advancement. In the future, monitoring and protecting this type of emails
will become a major focus of email security.

It is because of these restraining factors, the growth rate of spam emails is far below the
growth rate of users and normal emails received and sent.

II. Sources of Spam Emails

Coremail and Qi’anxin Industry Security Research Center analyzed sources of spam emails.
As per statistics, the emails sent for account takeover (a normal user's email account is employed

Changes in Number of Different Types of Emails Received and Sent by Chinese
Enterprise Email Users from 2017 to 2021

Number of normal
emails received and
sent

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Number of spam
emails received and
sent

Number of other
malicious emails received
and sent

Increase in normal
emails

Increase in spam
emails

Increase in other
malicious emails
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by a hacker for sending spam emails after it is stolen) occupy 30.2% of all spam emails.

The spam emails received by nationwide enterprise emails were mostly from China (47.8%),
followed by the United States (about 18.1%) and Russia (approximately 6.3%). The specific ratios
are as follows:

Based on locations of domestic senders' domain names, the spam emails were mostly sent
from Anhui (accounting for 18.2% of total spam emails sent in China), followed by Jiangsu
(17.2%) and Beijing (11.6%). The chart below shows TOP10 provinces to which domain names
for sources of domestic spam emails belong, and ratios of spam emails sent in the provinces.

The random industry analysis on email domain names for sending spam emails suggested
that in 2021, domestic spam emails were mostly from the education and training industry (11.3%),
followed by the industry of industrial manufacturing (7.6%) and Internet enterprises (4.9%).
Industries from which domestic spam emails are sent are shown below.

Global Distribution of Domain Names of Sources of Spam Emails in Different
Countries in 2021

Canada

China

Others

Poland

Germany

Brazil

UK

India

Vietnam
Russia

United
States

TOP10Areas of China with the Most Domain Names of Spam Email Sources and
Ratio of Other Spam Emails Sent

Anhui
Province

Jiangsu
Province

Beijing Guangdong
Province

China Shandong
Province

Hubei
Province

Zhejiang
Province

HK Jiangxi
Province
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III. Victims of Spam Emails

Based on where servers of victims receiving spam emails are, the users in Guangdong
Province received the most spam emails (20.0%), followed by Beijing (18.3%) and Zhejiang
Province (12.2%). TOP10 provincial administrative regions where victims of spam emails among
domestic enterprise mail users are shown below.

Distribution of Sources of Spam Emails in Different Industries of China in 2021

Education and
training

Industrial
manufacturing

Internet IT Transportation Finance Healthcare Engineering
construction

Public
institutions

TOP10 Distribution of Victims of Spam Emails in Provinces of China in 2021

Guangdong
Province

Beijing Zhejiang
Province

Jiangsu
Province

Shanghai Hubei
Province

Fujian
Province

Hunan
Province

Anhui
Province

Heilongjiang
Province

r
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Chapter 3 Phishing Emails

I. Scale of Phishing Emails

Any reference to phishing emails in this chapter mean emails containing malicious frauds,
including OA phishing emails, spear emails, whaling emails, CEO phishing emails, other phishing
and fraud emails, but excluding virus-borne and illegal emails.

Spear emails refer to fraud emails with specific subjects and contents sent to designated
targets. Compared with general phishing emails, spear emails are usually more confusing, and
their attack purposes might be more hidden. Whaling emails mean special spear email attacks
against top managers or important departments of enterprises. In this report, whaling emails and
general spear emails are separately and statistically analyzed. CEO phishing emails mean spear
phishing against employees or some departments of companies by pretending to be corporate
senior managers.

According to joint monitoring and evaluation of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security
Research Center, in 2021, nationwide enterprise email users approximately received 34.22 billion
phishing emails, with a decrease of 25.8% compared with those received in 2020 (46.09 billion).

In 2021, the phishing emails received by nationwide enterprise email users nearly accounted
for 4.5% of those received and sent by enterprise email users. Almost 900 million phishing emails
were sent and received per day on average.

II. Sources of Phishing Emails

Pursuant to the joint forecast of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security Research Center,
senders of phishing emails received by domestic enterprises are from different parts of the world.
The phishing emails are mostly from the United States (41.0%), followed by China (about 11.7%)
and Singapore (about 5.3%). TOP10 countries sending the most phishing emails to Chinese
enterprise mail users and ratios of phishing emails sent by theme are shown below.

Changes in Number of Phishing Emails Received by Chinese Enterprise Mail Users
from 2017 to 2021

Unit: *100 million

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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Based on sever locations where the phishing emails are sent, the most phishing emails were
sent from Beijing (17.9%), followed by Shanghai (about 14.1%) and Guangdong Province (about
11.5%). TOP10 provincial administrative areas of China sending phishing emails are shown
below:

III. Victims of Phishing Emails

According to server locations of victims receiving phishing emails, Beijing receives the most
phishing emails. 38.3% of phishing emails are sent to Beijing enterprise email users.
Approximately 14.2% and 12.4% of phishing emails are sent to users of Guangdong Province and
Shanghai respectively. The TOP10 provincial administrative areas of China with the most victims
of phishing emails in 2021 are shown below:

Global Distribution of Domain Names of Sources of Phishing Emails in 2021

Greece

United
States

Others

China

Poland

Germany

Russia

UK

Canada

Singapore

TOP10 Provinces of China as Sources of Phishing Emails in 2021

India

Beijing Shanghai Guangdong
Province

HK Zhejiang
Province

Hubei
Province

Taiwan Jiangsu
Province

Anhui
Province

Fujian
Province
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In China, victims of phishing emails were mainly distributed in some industries. The
phishing emails received by TOP10 industries accounted for 70.6% of all phishing emails. The
industry of industrial manufacturing ranked No.1 in the phishing emails received, which
approximately accounted for 26.2% of all phishing emails, followed by the transportation industry
(about 12.0%), and the industry of education and training (7.5%). TOP10 industries are as follows.

TOP10 Provinces of China with the Most Victims of Phishing Emails in 2021

Beijing Guangdong
Province

Shanghai Zhejiang
Province

Jiangsu
Province

Fujian
Province

Anhui
Province

Hubei
Province

Shandong
Province

Henan
Province

TOP10 Industries of China with the Most Victims of Phishing Emails in 2021

Industrial
manufacturing

Transportation Education and
training

IT Internet Healthcare Finance Wholesale
and retail

Public
institutions

Energy
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Chapter 4 Virus-borne Emails

I. Scale of Virus-borne Emails

Based on joint monitoring and evaluation of Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security
Research Center, in 2021, Chinese enterprise email users approximately received 60.95 billion
virus-borne emails, with a year-on-year growth of 23.9% compared with 49.21 billion virus-borne
emails received by the enterprises in 2020. More and more virus-borne enterprises are being sent
to enterprise emails. The virus-borne emails received by enterprise email users in 2021
approximately accounted for 7.98% of total emails received by email users. On average, about 170
million virus-borne emails were sent and received on a daily basis.

II. Sources of Virus-borne Emails

Coremail and Qi'anxin Industry Security Research Center analyzed sources of virus-borne
emails. According to statistics, virus-borne emails are mostly from North America and Europe.
The virus-borne emails are mostly from the United States (36.8%), followed by China (20.8%)
and Canada (4.7%). The global distribution of countries sending virus-borne emails to Chinese
enterprise mail users is as follows.

Global Distribution of Sources of Virus-borne Emails in 2021

Korea

United States

Others

China

India

Vietnam

Russia

UK

Germany

Netherlands

Canada
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Chapter 5 Cases on Email Security Emergency Responses

I. Automatic Sending of Malicious Emails by intranet

Terminals for Downloading of Cracking Software

(I) Summary of Events
In March 2021, the security emergency response team of Qi'anxin Group received an

emergency response request from an enterprise of the manufacturing industry, which reported that
malicious emails were automatically sent at multiple terminals of its intranet and hoped that the
team could analyzed the event to find out the cause.

After arriving at the site, the emergency response personnel analyzed the email samples, and
judged that the virus was the latest variant of the "External Blue Downloader". By analyzing the
email logs, it was found that the first malicious email was sent by employee A at 15:32 on the
same day when the event occurred. The analysis of employee A's host suggested that several
records on interception of malicious files on the "External Blue Downloader" were found in the
Tianqing system of this host. After further analysis of the system logs and scheduled tasks, it was
found that employee A ever fulfilled malicious scheduled tasks of the "External Blue
Downloader".

From their communications, the emergency response personnel knew from employee A that
half a year ago, he downloaded software in cracked version from a third party channel. After
installation of the software, the Tianqing system gave related interception prompts. That day, the
employee "permitted the request" for misoperation despite the interception prompts which popped
out in the Tianqing system.

After final analysis, it was concluded that employee A installed the cracked software
containing Trojan due to the employee's poor security awareness. As a result, the employee's
personal host was infected with the "External Blue Downloader". Afterwards, employee A
permitted the request for the alarms given by the Tianqing system. Consequently, the virus was
downloaded, thus executing the mining module and the email phishing module. Through
employee A's host, the virus accessed the email address book and sent malicious emails to the
contact persons. As a consequence, the virus was widely spread in the intranet.
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Fig 2-7. Attack Path

(II) Suggestions on Protection
1) Ban or restrict access to the intranet by PC. If necessary for businesses, add an access

control list (ACL), and adopt the whitelist mechanism to only make specific ports
necessary for businesses open to PC, but strictly ban access to all other ports by PC;

2) Prohibit downloading application software through non-official channels. Avoid clicking
unknown links at will and increase internal personnel's security awareness;

3) In browsing webpages or starting clients, pay attention to utilization ratio of CPU/GPU.
In case of any anomaly, promptly identify the abnormal process, find and remote the
mining program;

4) Strengthen daily security inspection rules, and regularly inspect system configurations,
system vulnerabilities, security logs and implementation of security strategies. Promptly
fix vulnerabilities and install patches, to make work about information security part of
routine practices.

II. APT organizations perform attacks with phishing emails.

(I) Summary of Events
In June 2021, the security emergency response team of Qi'anxin Group received an

emergency response request from an enterprise of the manufacturing industry, which reported that
its office network seemed to have been attacked by an APT organization, so it sought assistance
for problem investigation and tracking.

After their arrival at the site, the emergency response personnel deleted the malicious
scheduled tasks, malicious programs and Trojan files. They fully checked and killed viruses of the

Non-official website

Malicious

C&C server
Employee
A’s host

Intranet

Host

Host

Host

①Downloaded the
cracked software
(containing the “External
Blue Downloader)

② Downloaded the executable
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mapped the generated random
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code (containing mining and
email attack modules). ④Accessed the email

directory and sent
malicious emails to the
contact persons.
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compromised host. They also tracked the attack path, finding that BITTER, an APT gang, was the
attacker. BITTER sent a phishing email to that enterprise via the email account
songxxx@mfa.xx.cn. The user of the compromised host (x.x.x.103) downloaded and operated the
Trojan file in the phishing email. After its landing, the Trojan file created a malicious scheduled
task named DefenderUpdater and a malicious program known as msicexec.exe. As a result, the
compromised host sent a request for downloading the malicious program to the malicious domain
name of APT (webmailcgwip.com/xingsu/asp.php) every 15 minutes. Meanwhile, it uploaded
information on names of the host and the user making the request.

(II) Suggestions on Protection
1) Conduct regular safety awareness training for internal personnel and ban clicking

attachments to emails from unknown sources. Prohibit disclosing sensitive information
in any public network;

2) Install anti-virus software and regularly update the virus base. Enable the function of the
anti-virus software for scanning email attachments, to effectively identify malicious
attachments;

3) Ban or restrict access to an intranet by PC. If necessary for businesses, add an access
control list (ACL), and adopt the whitelist mechanism to only make specific ports
necessary for businesses open to PC, but strictly ban access to all other ports by PC;

4) Deploy advanced threat monitoring equipment to promptly detect malicious network
traffic. Furthermore, capacity for source tracking may be further enhanced to provide
reliable tracking basis when a security event occurs.

5) Strengthen daily security inspection rules, and regularly inspect system configurations,
system vulnerabilities, security logs and implementation of security strategies. Promptly
fix vulnerabilities and install patches, to make work about information security part of
routine practices.

III.Emergency Responses to Phishing Emails Received by a

Client of the Energy Industry

(I) Summary of Events
In December 2021, the security emergency response team of Qi'anxin Group received a

request for emergency request from a client of the energy industry. This company received
thousands of phishing emails, hoping that the security emergency response team would analyze
contents of the phishing emails and identify the suspected infected terminals.

After arriving at the site, the emergency response personnel checked the phishing emails.
They discovered that the email attachment was a ZIP file. They downloaded this file to a sandbox
and decompressed it. They found that the decompressed file contained several Excel documents
with malicious macro codes. Once the file was opened, the user would be led to enable the macro
function, to create conditions for the user to create his or her malicious macro codes. After running
of the malicious macro codes, the powershell would be called to be connected back to the
malicious server to download Emotet for local storage and execution. Emotet regularly collected
information from the host and uploaded the data to the C2 server after encryption, in order that the
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server would become a part of botnet of Emotet.

According to feedback from the client, the emergency response personnel checked and killed
viruses in 3 employees' computers where the phishing email had been clicked, and investigated
their features. No other anomaly was detected. Therefore, the emergency response personnel
confirmed that it was not a targeted attack against a singer user. Instead, the phishing emails were
sent across the whole botnet of Emotet. The attachment of the phishing emails contained Excel
documents with malicious Excel 4.0 macro code. These documents functioned to control the
compromised terminals by downloading and execution of Emotet.

(II) Suggestions on Protection
1) Increase personnel's security awareness. Don't click email attachments from unknown

sources or download software in any unknown website. Kill viruses first for documents
from unknown sources, including email attachments and uploaded documents;

2) Deploy email security detection devices and test security of external emails; enhance
capacity for identifying and filtering spam and malicious emails;

3) Suggest installing anti-virus software and promptly intercept virus landing. Perform
regular complete scanning, and reinforce sever capacity for virus prevention, inhibition
and removal;

4) Deploy advanced threat monitoring equipment and promptly detect malicious network
traffic; further enhance capacity for source tracking and provide reliable basis for
tracking in case of any security event;

5) Strengthen daily security inspection rules, and regularly inspect system configurations,
system vulnerabilities, security logs and implementation of security strategies. Promptly
fix vulnerabilities and install patches, to make work about information security part of
routine practices.

IV.Flooding of Phishing Emails about Subsidies

(I) Summary of Events
It has become a hot news topic that some employees of an enterprise have encountered frauds

① Sent phishing emails to entice
employees to download a malicious
Excel attachment.

C2 server Malicious server

Emote botnet
Compromised

host

Malicious Excel
document

② The malicious Excel document
landed and executed the malicious
macro code.

③ The malicious macro code was
connected back to the malicious
server and initiated a request for
Trojan downloading.

④ Emote was
downloaded and
executed.

⑤ Emote regularly
collected host information
and uploaded them to the
C2 server.
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on wage subsidies. It was reported that the employees of this company received an email titled
Notice on Employees' Wage Subsidies in May in the morning on the eighteenth day of that month.
Many employees scanned the code as required in the attachment, and filled in the private
information, including bank account number. As a result, the employees didn't receive the subsidy,
but lost the balance of their bank accounts. Similar frauds occurred several times, and multiple
Internet companies have been attacked by the frauds.

After active tracing, Coremail found that these phishing emails were about national notice on
wage subsidies, and in these emails, a picture of a QR code was attached to the text, to entice
victims to scan the QR code. Content of the email attachment was the same as the email text,
which contained no virus or executable file.

The phishing emails on this subject continuously flooded from December 2021 to June 2022.
Current prevalent attack technique is as follows: Firstly, steal an account, and disguise as related
internal staff from the "Finance Department" or "Human Resources Department" with the stolen
account, to widely spread fraud emails within the domain, and take advantage of high credibility
of emails within the domain to avoid anti-spam/anti-phishing detection and gain trust from
"colleagues" by deception.

The email subjects have gradually evolved into the Notice on Subsidy Distribution in XX
(Month), XXX + Subsidies, and Finance Department of XXX Group - Release of the Latest
Subsidy Notice.

Phishing Emails on Wage Frauds in Q1, 2022

[Ministry of Finance] Release of a Notice on the Latest Wage Subsidies
Statement of 2022 Financial Subsidies

1. Implement actions immediately according to the 2020Wage Subsidies jointly released by the Ministry
of Finance, State Administration for Market Reegulation and State Administration for Industry and
Commerce.

2. These wage subsidies are only available to all nationwide recipients of contractual wages. After
receiving this notice, please promptly scan the QR code via WeChat for registration, in order to get the
wage subsidies. Otherwise, it will be deemed that you waive the wage subsidies.

3. (March) Extra subsidy will be distributed for your wage. It will not be included in your wage or bonus.
After receiving this notice, please immediately scan the QR code below via WeChat for certification, to
get the wage subsidies.

Scan the QR code via WeChat to get personal wage subsidies.

Notice: Ministry of Finance
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Phishing Emails on Wage Frauds in Q2, 2022

Coremail has optimized its interception strategies, and updated related features of these
emails to its cloud-based feature base. The CAC center has effectively intercepted similar features.

In face of encirclement and suppression in the entire industry, gangs of the black industry
chain have changed their phishing ideas. Phishing emails no longer perform phishing by texts but
attachments. The fraud contents are stored in PDF, Word or txt formats or other encrypted
attachments, to avoid enterprise email users' anti-spam inspection or interception by email
gateways.

(II) Suggestions on Protection

1) Utilize CACTER email security gateways to intercept phishing emails.

2) Heighten strategic requirements for email passwords, and use strong passwords inside a
setup domain. Suggest weak password scanning and promptly change the passwords to
prevent email accounts from being stolen.

3) Be more vigilant and do confirm inside the company when receiving emails on subsidy
notices. Don't rashly click any suspicious link or scan any QR code in any email!

4) Don't rashly enter information on your personal identity card, bank account number or
password in any suspicious website.

5) Suggest organizing anti-phishing drills and educate corporate staff taking up important
posts (financial or management posts) in respect of their security awareness.

6) Under any suspicious circumstance, dial 96110 for consultation and help. Or download
APP of the national anti-fraud center and follow the official account of national
anti-fraud services to acquire anti-fraud knowledge to prevent and fight against frauds.

Notice on Wage Subsidies.doc Scan the QR Code for Getting Subsidies.jpg
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V. Business Email Compromise

(I) Summary of Events
In November 2021, a client sought help from Coremail, claiming that it was deceived at the

time of remittance. After investigation, it was found that the swindling gang passed off as original
supplier and communicated with the client by email several times. After gaining trust from the
client, it required changing account number of the remitting bank. The investigation suggested that
the swindling gang sent emails by palming off the domain name suffixed by [@supplierAA.com].
This fake domain name is highly similar to the actual domain name suffixed by [supplier A.com],
so it avoided SPF's initial investigation and protection.

After further investigation of this supplier's email system, it was found that the emails were
not sent from the supplier's A domain, and in fact, the email account under this domain wasn't
stolen. It was speculated that the swindling gang obtained the supplier's address book and email
content by stealing an internal email account of the client. Afterwards, it committed a commercial
fraud by pretending to be the supplier.

Email security

Be vigilant about harms of
phishing emails. Please be
cautionary!

Harms of phishing emails

Information on
personal/organizationa
l accounts is disclosed.

Personal/corporate
computers are infected
with Trojan.

Advanced management
authorities are
disclosed.

Property loss

The money remitted by
the enterprise is
transferred to the attacker.

Business partners’
information is
replaced.

Supplier A@supplier AA.com In fact, the attacker falsified supplier A’s domain name.

Compromised enterprise B@compromised enterprise B.com
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BEC for Remittance

Generally, these cases are referred to as business email compromises. In general, BEC attacks
may be classified into nine categories mainly according to how attackers commit their frauds and
make their requests. For instance, send phishing emails by passing off as suppliers, employees or
clients. BEC is generally accompanied by combination of multiple attack techniques, including
falsifying domain names and taking over stolen accounts.

Prior to BEC, criminals steal clients' email accounts and passwords by spear phishing, social
engineering, malicious software and so on. They understand target companies' business procedures,
senior managers' email communications and businesses through the stolen accounts. They access
email sessions through the accounts which falsify the target companies' domain names, and
commit funds transfer fraud or stealthily replace bank accounts or initiate other actions.

Under these attack procedures, the attackers make their BEC flawless, true and credible. As a
result, the victims usually don't discern BEC until they suffer substantial pecuniary losses.

In addition to domain name falsification, the common attack techniques adopted by attackers
also have the following two features:

FeatureA: Send a carbon copy of an email to persons who pass off as roles of a
supplier

To increase credibility of BEC, an attacker simultaneously sends a carbon copy of an email to
five of its gangsters, who generally pass off as suppliers' employees. The gangsters often play
roles as a supplier's financial or administrative employees.

Feature B: Risk of the initial request is extremely low

Generally, an attacker initially only asks a victim to confirm a transfer sheet which contains
no sensitive information. Nonetheless, once the target company's employee responds, a chain of
trust will be created between the employee and the attacker. As their communications are
deepened, the attacker's interactions with other employees will gradually become credible.

Corresponding defense techniques include detection of false domain names as well as
analysis on information of domain names and email contents.

However, BEC usually contains no detectable URL, malicious attachment or other phishing
features, so it easily avoids defense by a majority of mature security protection techniques and
evades anti-spam/anti-phishing detection of the email system. Once an employee is deceived, it
will ultimately bring about huge irrecoverable losses to the enterprise.

(II)Suggestions on Protection
1) Use CACTER email security gateways for detecting false domain names, analyzing

domain names/email contents and intercepting BEC emails.

2) Be more vigilant and have confirmations made level by level by the business
examination and approval personnel. Current accounts must be verified by multiple
parties.

3) Suggest organizing anti-phishing drills and educate corporate staff taking up important
posts (financial or management posts) in respect of their security awareness.

4) Under any suspicious circumstance, dial 96110 for consultation and help. Or download
APP of the national anti-fraud center and follow the official account of national
anti-fraud services to acquire anti-fraud knowledge to prevent and fight against frauds.
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Annex 1. Introduction to Email Security Gateways

The brands affiliated to Guangdong Yingshi Computer Technology Co., Ltd. include
Coremail and CACTER. In 2021, the Email Security Business Department was formally
established. It concentrates on solving all problems on email security in one stop. The products
include email security gateways, CAC2.0 for protection against phishing and account theft,
overseas security relays, security service for important events and anti-phishing drills. The clients
include the State Council Information Office, Ministry of Science and Technology of the People's
Republic of China, Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of China, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Tsinghua University, Peking University, People's Bank of China, China Construction
Bank, Bank of Communications, China Resources Group, Southern Power Grid and Midea Group,
etc.

Introduction to CACTER Email Security Gateway
In 2021, Coremail Email Security Business Department launched the CACTER email

security gateway. Based on the CAC big data center, the gateway intercepted spam advertisements,
phishing emails, virus emails and BEC emails in real time at a rate of 99.8%. The email brands it
supports include Coremail, Exchange, O365, Gmail, IBM Domino and lotus notes.

Product Advantages

Accurate Isolation of Malicious Emails

Multiple independently developed world's leading anti-spam technologies have been integrated
into CACTER email security gateway. Famous domestic and foreign anti-virus engines are used
for multi-dimensional analysis of emails entering the gateway, to ensure that phishing, virus and
spam emails will be isolated and stored in the gateway so that the email system won't be
threatened by malicious emails.

Real-time Updating of Detection Capacity

The CACTER email security gateway has China's biggest email security data center. Based on
hundreds of millions of malicious email samples, millions of probe emails are deployed to collect
data of malicious emails, update rules of email detection engines on a real-time basis, and provide
clients with the latest email protection.
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Protection against Malicious Links

With the use of the CACTER email gateway, the administrator can enable the function for
protecting against malicious links, to protect links to all emails sent to an email system. The
combination of primary filtration, secondary detection for protection, advance interception,
reminder and post tracing guarantees email security of the email security.

Detection of Encrypted Attachments

Virus check and killing: Coremail cooperates with multiple anti-virus manufacturers to repeatedly
check and kill viruses of email attachments. Besides, the virus base supports smart real-time
upgrading.

Attachment detection: In some virus emails, encrypted compressed attachments are used for
avoiding anti-virus detection. For instance, this is just the case for the recent flooded Emotet virus
email attacks.

Content detection: CACTER gateway decomposes attachments in document formats including
PDF, Word and Excel. It checks texts by fingerprints, to effectively identify attachment-type spam
emails.

CACTER email security gateway adopts the modern world's advanced anti-spam technologies,
including NEVER 1.0 - an independently developed algorithm, IP credit evaluation mechanism,
real-time email check by fingerprint, email scoring techniques, analysis on messaging behaviors,
and machine learning algorithms. After multi-layer filtration, the CACTER email security gateway
can intercept up to 99.8% spam emails, with a misjudgment rate below 0.02%.

Multiple Types of Deployment in Support of Information

Innovation
The CACTER email gateway may be deployed in cloud, software and hardware. It protects
mainstream email systems available from the market such as Coremail, Exchange, O365, Gmail,
IBM Domino and lotus notes.

CAC email security data center

Reputation
System
Mechanism

Probe email
Content
features

Data collection
Analysis gateway

Real-time
feedback

Real-time
Active

Update clients’ anti-spam data Service providers

Consumers

Mobile operators

Enterprises and public
institutions

Install Coremail anti-spam engine

Global threat
response network
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Contact Us
Official Website: www.cater.com
Service Hotline: 400-000-1631
WeChat Official Account: CACTER Email Security

Coremail Xinchuang integrated
gateway

CACTER email security gateway system V6.0

CPU
Kunpeng, Phytium, Hygon, Zhaoxin

Operating system
Kylin, UOS Uniontech

Database
DM, Kingbase, OceanBase

Server
Aerospace 706, Cancon, Sugon, PowerLeader


